In this paper we establish a generalized noise reduction scheme, called the Spatially Pre-processed Speech Distortion Weighted Multi-channel Wiener filter (SP-SDW-MWF), that encompasses the Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GSC) and a recently developed Multi-channel Wiener Filtering (MWF) technique as extreme cases and allows for in-between solutions. Compared to the widely studied GSC with Quadratic Inequality Constraint (QIC-GSC), the SP-SDW-MWF achieves a better noise reduction performance, for a given maximum speech distortion level.
INTRODUCTION
Noise reduction algorithms are crucial to improve the intelligibility for hearing impaired people in background noise. Multimicrophone systems exploit spatial in addition to temporal and spectral information of the desired and noise signal and are thus preferred to single microphone procedures.
In [1, 2, 3] , an MWF technique for noise reduction has been proposed that provides a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimate of the desired signal portion in one of the microphone signals. In contrast to the GSC [4] , it does not rely on a priori assumptions about the signal model so that it is less sensitive to signal model errors such as microphone mismatch [5] .
In this paper, we establish a generalized scheme, called SP-SDW-MWF that encompasses the GSC and MWF as extreme cases and allows for in-between solutions such as the Speech Distortion Regularized GSC (SDR-GSC). The SDR-GSC adds robustness to the GSC by taking speech distortion explicitly into account in the design criterion of the adaptive stage. Compared to the widely studied QIC-GSC [6, 7] , the SDR-GSC achieves better noise reduction for small model errors, while guaranteeing robustness against large model errors. In addition, the extra filtering of the speech reference in the SP-SDW-MWF further improves the performance. We show that, in the absence of model errors and for infinite filters, the SP-SDW-MWF corresponds to an SDR-GSC cascaded with an SDW Single-channel Wiener Filter (SDW-SWF). In contrast to the SDR-GSC and the QIC-GSC, its performance does not degrade due to microphone mismatch. The theoretical results are illustrated through experiments with a Behind-The-Ear (BTE) hearing aid. 
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SPATIALLY PRE-PROCESSED SDW MWF

Concept
The SP-SDW-MWF, described in Figure 1 , consists of a fixed, spatial pre-processor, i.e., a fixed beamformer A(z) and a blocking matrix B(z), and an adaptive SDW-MWF [1, 2, 8] .
the spatial pre-processor creates a speech reference
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Implementation of SP-SDW-MWF
In practice, E{y (4) is unknown. Assuming that speech and noise are uncorrelated, E{y
where E{y k y T k } is estimated during speech + noise and E{y n k y n,T k } during periods of noise only. The second order statistics of the noise signal are assumed to be quite stationary so that they can be estimated during periods of noise only. Like for the GSC, a robust speech detection is thus needed.
In [1, 2] implementations of the (SDW-)MWF have been proposed based on a GSVD or QR decomposition. A subband implementation [3] results in improved intelligibility at a significantly lower cost. The same 3 techniques can be applied to implement the SP-SDW-MWF.
DIFFERENT PARAMETER SETTINGS
Depending on the setting of 1 µ and the presence or absence of the filter w0 on the speech reference, the SP-SDW-MWF corresponds to the GSC, an (SDW-)MWF or an in-between solution, called the SDR-GSC. We distinguish between two cases, i.e., the case where no filter w0 is applied to the speech reference (filter length L0 = 0) and the case where an additional filter w0 is used (L0 = 0).
SP-SDW-MWF without w0 (SDR-GSC)
First, consider the case without w0, i.e., L0 = 0. The solution for w
˜T . Compared to the ANC criterion of the GSC, i.e., minimization of the output noise power ε 2 n , a regularization term
has been added that limits the speech distortion due to model errors, hence the name Speech Distortion Regularized GSC. For µ = ∞, distortion is ignored completely, which corresponds to 2 The delay ∆ is applied to the speech reference to make w non-causal. 3 The GSVD-based implementation can only be used if w 0 = 0.
the GSC-solution. Hence, the SDR-GSC encompasses the GSC as a special case. The regularization term (12) with 1 µ = 0 adds robustness to the GSC, while not affecting the noise reduction performance in the absence of speech leakage:
• In the absence of speech leakage, i.e.,ȳ s k = 0, the regularization term equals 0 for allw. Hence the residual noise energy ε 2 n is effectively minimized or, in other words, the GSC solution is obtained.
• In the presence of speech leakage, i.e.,ȳ s k = 0, speech distortion is explicitly taken into account in the optimization criterion (11) forw, limiting speech distortion while reducing noise. The larger the amount of speech leakage, the more attention is paid to speech distortion.
To limit speech distortion alternatively, a QIC, i.e.,w Tw ≤ β 2 , is often imposed on the filterw [6, 7] . In contrast to the SDR-GSC, the QIC acts irrespective of the amount of speech leakageȳ s k that is present. The constraint value β 2 has to be chosen based on the largest model errors that may occur. As a consequence, noise reduction performance is compromised even when no or very small model errors are present. Hence, the QIC is more conservative than the SDR-GSC (see also Section 4).
SP-SDW-MWF with filter w0
Since the SDW-MWF (4) takes speech distortion explicitly into account, a filter w0 on the speech reference y0[k] can be added (see Figure 1 ). The SDW-MWF then equals (4) where w
Again, µ trades off speech distortion and noise reduction. For µ = ∞, speech distortion is completely ignored and a zero output signal z[k] is obtained. For µ = 1, we obtain an MWF.
In addition, we can make the following statements:
• In the absence of speech leakage and for infinitely long filters wi, i = 0, ..., M − 1, the SP-SDW-MWF with w0 corresponds to a cascade of an SDR-GSC and an SDW Singlechannel WF (SDW-SWF) postfilter [9] . • In the presence of speech leakage, the SP-SDW-MWF with w0 tries to preserve its performance: the SP-SDW-MWF then contains extra filtering operations that compensate for the performance degradation of the SDR-GSC with SDW-SWF due to speech leakage (see Figure 2 and the proof below). In [8] , e.g., we show that for infinite filter lengths, the
SP-SDW-MWF with w0 is not affected by microphone mismatch as long as the desired speech component at the output of A(z) remains unaltered.
Proof: In case of infinite filter lengths, the SP-SDW-MWF can be represented in the frequency domain 4 . For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we assume ∆ = 0.
DecomposeW(f ) as 
UM (f )
compensates for speech with W0(f ) the single-channel filter applied to the speech reference andW d (f ) a multi-channel filter and define an intermediate output V (f ) (see also Figure 2 ) as
Then, the cost function J(W0,W d ) of (13) can be re-written as
.
This multi-channel filterW d (f ) consists of two terms.
• The first termW d,1 (f ) corresponds to the SDR GSC and estimates the noise component Y n 0 (f ) at the output of the fixed beamformer A(f ).
• The second termW d,2 (f ) tries to compensate for the speech distortion In the absence of speech leakage, the filters W0,2(f ) and W d,2 (f ) equal 0, hence, the SP-SDW-MWF corresponds to an SDR-GSC (or GSC) cascaded with a SDW-SWF. In the presence of speech leakage, the SP-SDW-MWF with w0 tries to preserve its performance: the SP-SDW-MWF then contains extra filtering operations (i.e., W0,2(f ) andW d,2 (f )) that compensate for the performance degradation of the SDR-GSC with SDW-SWF due to speech leakage
ILLUSTRATION THROUGH EXPERIMENTS
This section illustrates the theoretical results of Section 3 through experimental results with an BTE hearing aid.
Set-up and performance measures
The performance of the SP-SDW-MWF has been assessed for different parameter settings based on recordings in an office room with a three-microphone BTE, mounted on a dummy head. The desired signal and the noise signals are uncorrelated, stationary and speech-like. The desired signal and the total noise signal both have a level of 70 dB SPL at the center of the head. The desired source is positioned in front of the head. Five noise sources are positioned at 75
• , 120
• , 180
• , 240
• and 285
• . For evaluation purposes, the speech and noise signal have been recorded separately. In the experiments, the microphones have been calibrated in an anechoic room while the BTE was mounted on the head. A delayand-sum beamformer is used as a fixed beamformer. For smallsized arrays, this beamformer offers sufficient robustness against signal model errors as it minimizes the white noise gain 5 . The blocking matrix B pairwise subtracts the time aligned calibrated microphone signals.
To investigate the effect of the different parameter settings (i.e., µ, w0) on the performance of the SP-SDW-MWF, the filter coef- k } is approximated using (10) . The effect of approximation (10) on the performance was found to be small for the given data set. The QIC-GSC is implemented using variable loading RLS [7] . The filter length L = 96.
To assess the performance, the intelligibility weighted signalto-noise ratio improvement ∆SNRintellig is used, defined as
where the band importance function Ii expresses the importance of the i-th one-third octave band with center frequency f c i for intelligibility [10] , and where SNRi,out and SNRi,in is the output and input SNR (in dB) in the i-th one-third octave band, respectively. Similarly, we define an intelligibility weighted spectral distortion measure (in dB), called SDintellig, of the desired signal as SDintellig =
with SDi the average spectral distortion (dB) in i-th one-third band, calculated as
with G s (f ) the power transfer function of speech from the input to the output of the noise reduction algorithm. To exclude the effect of the spatial pre-processor, the performance measures are calculated with respect to the output of the fixed beamformer. Figure 3 depicts ∆SNRintellig and SDintellig of the SDR-GSC and the SP-SDW-MWF with respect to the output of the fixed beamformer as a function of the trade-off parameter . The effect of a gain mismatch Υ2 of 4 dB at the second microphone is depicted too. For comparison, Figure 4 plots the performance of the QIC-GSC with QICw
Experimental results
Tw ≤ β 2 , as a function of β 2 . Both, the SP-SDW-MWF and the QIC-GSC increase the robustness of the GSC (i.e., the SDR-GSC with 1/µ = 0): the speech distortion in the presence of model errors is reduced by increasing 1/µ or decreasing β 2 . For the given set-up, a value 1/µ between 0.4 and 0.8 seems appropriate for guaranteeing good performance for a gain mismatch up to 4 dB.
For a given maximum allowable distortion SDintellig, the SDR-GSC and the SP-SDW-MWF with w0 achieve a better noise reduction performance than the QIC-GSC. The SDR-GSC outperforms the QIC-GSC for small model errors, while guaranteeing robustness against large model errors. The performance of the SP-SDW-MWF with w0 is -in contrast to the SDR-GSC and the QIC-GSCnot affected by microphone mismatch.
